Sequence organisation in nuclear DNA from Physarum polycephalum. Arrangement of highly-repeated sequences.
Recombinant plasmids containing highly repetitive Physarum DNA segments were identified by colony hybridisation using a radioactively-labelled total Physarum DNA probe. A large number of these clones also hybridised to a foldback DNA probe purified from Physarum nuclear DNA. The foldback DNA probe was characterised by reassociation kinetic analysis. About one-half of this component was shown to consist of highly repeated sequences with a kinetic complexity of 1100 bp and an average repetition frequency of 5200. Direct screening of 67 recombinant plasmids for foldback sequences using the electron microscope revealed that about one-half were located in segments of DNA containing highly repetitive sequences; the remainder were present in clones containing low-copy number repeated elements. Analysis of two DNA clones showed that they contained repetitive elements located in over half of all DNA segments containing highly repetitive DNA and that the foci containing these highly repetitive sequences had different sequence arrangements. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that the most highly repeated DNA sequence families in the Physarum genome are few in number and are clustered together in different arrangements in about one-sixth of the genome. Over one-half of the foldback DNA complement in the Physarum genome is derived from these segments of DNA.